Sound Body
Sound Mind

Forget
Photoshop:
The most
important tool
in your creative
toolbox is your
mind. Fuel
your body and
your brain with
healthy food
and physical
activity.

H

ow frequently do you find yourself in
a scenario like one of these?

Groggy from a late work session the night
before, you swing by your favorite coffee
shop on the way to work for a triple-shotdouble-pump-whatever to go with the
cereal bar you found on the front seat of
your car, and call it breakfast.

by Bryn
Mooth

After an intense coding project that had
you glued to the computer for about six
hours, you glance up through blurry eyes
and recognize you haven't stood up all
day The grumble in your belly reminds
you that you worked through lunch, so
you head to the takeout joint down the
block, return to your desk and scarf
down a pile of pad thai being careful not
to slosh it onto your pretty Apple Cinema
Display.
Later afternoon, facing a blank screen
and an antsy client, you scramble for
ideas; your mid is foggy and you're out of
steam so you reach for your go-to energy
snack: a Mountain Dew and a Snickers
bar.

Back to the question: Do you skip meals,
neglect to move around or grab sugary
snacks once a week? More often?
Many articles have passed through this
Creativity column advising designers to
nurture their minds with brainstorming
activities, sketching drill and teambuilding trips to the art museum.
But we've been missing something
fundamental about the way we conserve
and restore our mental energy.
The mind is the most important tool
we use to make a living. To care for it
effectively, we have to appreciate that
what we do to our bodies, we also do to
our brains.
Increasingly, medical research shows
that eating and exercise habits play
significant roles in mental function,
memory and sharpness. Foods that
are considered "heart-healthy," like
fruit, vegetables and whole grains, also
are "brain-healthy." Likewise, physical
activity isn't just good for your waistline;
it's good for your creative output.
"When I don't exercise and eat
healthfully, I feel sluggish, and I get
stressed and overwhelmed more easily,"
says Dawn Mitchell, creative director of
G4G Interactive in Greensboro, NC. "I
think it takes me longer to get focused."

Eat Well for Better
Creativity
We typically think of eating as a
physically beneficial activity. It fills us up,
gives us energy, brings in nutrients that
keep our bones and hearts healthy. But
Mitchell is right: What we eat also affects
our mental alertness, focus, and memory.
Much of current medical research on
the connection between diet and brain
function revolves around solving the
riddles of Alzheimer's and dementia,
but scientists point out that what's good
for the aging brain is also good for the
working mind. "Weighing just three
pounds, the brain accounts for only 2%
of the body's total mass, yet is uses up
half of the body's total oxygen consumed

during mental activity," said the late
neuroscientist James Joseph in a report
for the U. S. Department of Agriculture's
Agricultural Research Service.
"Phytochemicals, together with essential
nutrients in foods, provide a healthbenefits cocktail of sorts. It's feasible that
continued research in this area will point
to dietary regimens that are effective in
boosting neuronal function."
Two components of the typical
American diet—saturated fats and
high-fructose corn syrup—
particularly are known to
have the capacity to derail
creativity Research
involving more than
6,000 older women in
the influential Women's
Health Study conducted
by Harvard Medical
School and Brigham
and Women's Hospital in
Boston found that diets high
in saturated fat (found in whole dairy,
fried foods and fatty meats) reduced
cognitive ability, while diets high
in monounsaturated fat (olive oil,
avocados, nuts) yielded better cognitive
ability and memory.

many years. "Mostly, we'd go out for
lunch. And then I'd get that slowdown
around 3 p.m. because I ate too many
carbs at lunch," she says. It took a staff
outing to an event called Farms 2 Forks
for Waschick to change her eating habits.
The Enrich team went to the intensive
weekend retreat, which is affiliated
with the film "Forks Over Knives" and
advocates for a plant-based diet (www.
forksoverknives.com/events).
Waschick was inspired to take
a 28-day challenge to convert
to the near-vegan way of
eating (see the Engine 2
Diet: www.engine2diet.
com). She and her
husband stuck with it
after the challenge, and
they now cook dinners
and lunches she takes
to work. "We see this as
a way to be super creative
to make versions of what we
used to love; it's become a creative
outlet for us," Waschick says. "I don't
have the dragginess I used to have. It's
full-steam ahead all day. I have the
energy to get an earlier start, and when
5:00 hits, I still feel like going."

The
mind is
the most
important
tool we use
to make a
living.

High-fructose corn syrup is a popular
villain for the U. S. obesity epidemic,
but a 2012 study involving lab rats at the
University of California Los Angeles
was the first to reveal how it affects the
brain. "Insulin is important in the body
for controlling blood sugar, but it may
play a different role in the brain, where
insulin appears to disturb memory and
learning," says Fernando Gomez-Pinilla
of the UCLA Brain Research Institute in
a report. "Our study shows that a highfructose diet harms the brain as well as
the body. This is something new."
In a nutshell, busy creatives should think
twice about grabbing a burger, fries, and
cola for lunch. All three can set the table
for an unproductive afternoon.
Creative director Kory Waschick of
Enrich Creative in St. Louis was in a
heavy-lunch-sluggish-afternoon rut for

Brain-Healthy Foods
Walnuts, almonds (high in monounsaturated fats)
Salmon (omega-3 fatty acids)
Plant-based oils like olive, corn and canola (monounsaturated fats)
Avocados (monounsaturated fats)
Blueberries (antioxidants)
Dark green, leafy vegetables like kale and spinach (antioxidants)
Whole grains (fiber, antioxidants)

While Waschick overhauled her diet
entirely, it doesn't take extreme effort to
make simple changes that can bolster
your creative output. Dr. JoAnne Foody,
chief medical expert at CardioSmart.
org and associate professor at Harvard
Medical School, offers three healthy
eating tips for busy creative pros: 1) don't
skip breakfast or lunch, 2) build those
two meals on protein and whole grains,
not on carbs, and 3) snack smart (think:
fruits, vegetables, low-fat dairy, nuts).
"What you eat is incredibly important for
how your brain functions," Dr. Foody
says. "There's a positive impact of diet
and exercise not just on the traditional
description of health—everything we do,
whether it's diet, exercise or sleep habits,
can all improve our mental health and
performance."
The intensely focused nature of creative

Low-fat dairy (calcium, potassium, protein)

work, where you get lost in a project for
hours at a time, means designers often
eat absentmindedly—or worse, not at all.
"Everyone has busy days when they're
cranking out projects and food is just
an afterthought," says Daniela Smith,
senior graphic designer at the American
College of Cardiology in Washington,
DC. "Although I do eat at my design
when I'm super-busy, I need, ever, skip
meals. It just affects my mood—and
consequently my creativity level—too
much when I'm hungry, whether I
consciously realize it or not. When our
bodies don't have enough energy, our
focus suffers we can get irritated at
minor issues, and we make errors that
can prove painful to fix later."

Mysse has become a hard-core cyclist
doing multi-day endurance rides, and
he's learned the heard way (thanks to
illness due to overexertion) to build
recovery time into his exercise regimen.
But he says his near obsession with
cycling isn't for everyone. "People think
that they have to work out for an hour or
it's not worth it, but a five-minute walk
has a ton of benefits."

Oh, and don't forget hydration (and
we're not talking soda or coffee). Water
is vital to body and brain; even mild
dehydration (as little as 1% below
optimum) can have profound effects on
mental capacity. A study conducted by
the USDA with Tufts University and
the U. S. Army found that dehydration
results in negative mood, fatigue and
confusion. Another recent study by
King's College London found that
dehydration causes the brain to shrink
and can affect planning and visuospatial processing. Tired? Uninspired?
Grab a bottle of water before you reach
for the espresso.

In fact, just getting up out of your
chair can help sharpen your mind
and lubricate your idea generator. "So
many people have sedentary jobs; from
a health standpoint alone, everyone
should be getting up from their desks,"
says Nicole Nichols, a certified personal
trainer and editor in chief with the
health site SparkPeople.com. She cites
recently publicized studies pointing to
the health hazards of sitting all day. "I
tell people to get up every one or two
hours—stand up and get a couple of
minutes of movement,even leisurely.
That can help offset the risks of our
sedentary jobs. It doesn't have to be
exercise; it's just simply moving. One of
the best things you can do is stand."

Get Moving, Get Inspired
For designer Luke Mysse, the wake-up
call about his health came from the
board of business advisers helping him
thrive as a creative entrepreneur. Before
he tackled any management or client
issues, they told him that he needed
to do something about his weight. He
borrowed a road bike, then joined a
group of cyclists who meet on weekends
at a coffee shop in the neighborhood.
Four years later, he rides at least
three days a week, alternating heartpounding mountain-bike treks and long,
meditative trips on a road bike.
In addition to losing weight, Mysse
discovered that repetitive physical
activity like cycling (or running, walking
or swimming) lets his mind wander
to creative problem-solving. "It's a
headspace where things get worked out,"
he says. "It's hard to explain until it's
gone. So I notice it during the weeks
when I don't ride as much more than
I notice it when I ride more regularly.
When I get back to my desk, the ideas
have been fleshed out. I'm working
as hard or more on my bike as any
other time. When you're sitting at the
computer, you're just executing."

Foody agrees. "Don't think about
exercise; think of activity. We're not
talking about going to the gym—it's
about finding ways to move during the
day, even walking during a conference
call. The data suggests that movement
affects how you work and helps you be
more creative."

Nichols, whose job, like a designer's,
involves sitting at a computer and
coming up with great ideas, says that any
type of exercise can relieve you of the
intense focus on your work and allow for
more clarity when you return to it. When
she has a creative problem to sort out,
she prefers running; when she's stressed
out from work, she likes mind-body
routines like yoga or pilates. She likens
physical activity to a cup of coffee: "It
helps your focus, makes you more alert,
gives you more brain power and energy."
Smith, who's taken up running, says her
work at a health advocacy organization
opened her eyes to the benefits of
physical activity. "I grew more conscious
of diet and exercise after I started
working here," she says. "Once I heard
the patient stories, talked to the doctors
and read the studies, it became very clear
that diet and exercise are important."
"Sometimes I think many designers
neglect the best 'souped-up machine'
that they have available: their bodies,"
she continues. "Mens dana in corpora
sano—'a sound mind in a sound body' is
so true."

7 Easy
Activity
Tips
1. Get a FitBit or
other tech gadget
to help you track
your physical
activity.
2. Keep healthy
snacks at the
office, but don't
store them at your
desk. Make sure
you have to get up
to access them.
3. Stand or walk
around while
you're on the
phone.
4. Take short team
meetings outside:
Walk around
the building
and discuss the
agenda.
5. Feeling sluggish?
Get your heart
pumping. Do
jumping jacks,
squats or plank
exercises for a
minute or two.
6. Keep a stress
ball at your desk,
and work it while
you're on the
phone.
7. Sit tall at the front
edge of your
hair instead of
slouching into
it; immediately
your posture will
improve and your
core muscles will
activate.

